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ABSTRACT

The article is devoted to the issues of cross-border clustering in coastal areas. The subject of the research is studied in the context of the modern globalization trends. The authors provide the classification of the cross-border clusters according to the vector of “coastalization” and “thalass-attractiveness” of the international economic processes. As the result, the new phenomenon of trans-aquatorial cluster, multiple types of its structure, are studied with the use of the modeling, classification, comparative and structural analysis methods. Using the means of logic and mathematical modeling the special peculiarities of cross-border and trans-aquatorial clusters are identified. The special attention is paid to the role of international ports and logistic complexes within the creation of conditions for the cross-border clustering in coastal areas. The empirical evidence of the research includes the typical cases of cross-border clustering with the features of trans-aquatorial interaction in European Union, Asia and Russia. Analyzing the development of trans-aquatorial clusters in the “growth triangles” in Asia regions, as well as in the North-West of Russia and Europe, the authors study the role of governmental initiative and international logistic port complexes in the process of regional economic development that results in the effective economic growth though the means of trans-aquatorial clustering.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Thalass-attractiveness (also named “coastalization”; Serra et al., 2014) is one of the main trends within the globalization process. The meaning of the World Ocean increases rapidly and is accompanied by retraction of economic, social, logistic, infrastructural and innovative potential into coastal zones (Notteboom and Rodrigue, 2005; Bosworth, 1996; Cartier, 1999; Verhetsel and Sel, 2009). Also the trend of thalasso-attractiveness affects settlement structure. According to the statistic data (Pak and Majd, 2011), 37% of the world population is concentrated in the 100 km coastal zone and 50% in 200 km zone. In such context coastal zone become the important issue for the interdisciplinary research including the aspects of its conceptualization, identification and delimitation.

The main reason for the coastalization is the special facilities for development of transport, economy, social sphere and settlement that in the whole lead to specific socio-economic environment for the outstripping development of the territory. Its practical implementation is connected with the process of clustering within regional economy. The clusters to develop in coastal zones are characterized by specific features and can be embodied in various forms, such as cross-border and cross-aquatorial clusters. Moreover, it is coastal zone to be the main area for
the clustering because of the increased destiny of economic subjects placed and being active at the local territory. The high concentration of economic actors and their interactions that leads to the high potential for the cluster formation is accompanied with the urbanism, metropolization and other trends such as binary aquatorial and territorial structure, favorable positioning within the system of continental-ocean dichotomy (Bezrukov, 2008) and special economic regimes, e.g. free zones that help to attract investments.

2. METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

2.1. The Objectives of the Research
Economic clusters are traditionally viewed to be the concentrations of co-located groups of firms united by cooperation combined with market competition (Porter, 1990). Coastal areas are to become the additional resource for clusters’ dynamism as they create special conditions for economic, social and demographic, institutional, ekistic and ecological conditions for cluster development. Moreover, it is the factor of coastalization to provide the shapes of forming clusters in its geographical meaning as well as in the meaning of the typological form of each specific cluster. In this connection it is obvious that the main trend of research in this sphere is presented in the countries and global regions which are maximally integrated in the economic and settlement context of maritime activity. The leading role belongs to the European Union, where the European network of maritime clusters has been developing successfully since its creation. At the present time this institution integrates 18 countries-participants. The objective of this research is the process of cross-border clustering in coastal zones that leads to the appearance of the trans-aquatorial cluster as the particular phenomenon.

2.2. The Theoretical and Methodological Framework

The research proposes the classification of cross-border clusters, involves the methods of mathematical and logic modeling, cartography, empirical data analysis. The theoretical approaches used in the study are based on the theoretical works of Russian and foreign scientists in the area of regional economy and economic geography. Maritime clusters become the subject of scientific research at the theoretical level (Chun, 2007; Shearmur et al., 2007; Pinto et al., 2015) as well as at the level of its national forms and implementations in Netherlands (Langen, 2002), South-West England (Council on Foreign Relations, 2016), Canada (Doloreux, 2006; Doloreux and Melançon, 2008; Melançon and Doloreux, 2011), Norway (Asheim and Isaksen, 2002; Benito et al., 2003; Isaksen, 2009), Finland (Viitanen et al., 2003; Makkonen et al., 2013), France and Denmark (Shearmur et al., 2007), etc. In the most part of the research papers the main emphasis is placed on cluster development in the profile industries such as sea freight, shipping, shipbuilding, offshore production and other related sectors of the economy. Consequently the definition of the “maritime cluster” as the special typological unit in these works is based on the specialization (which implies the geographical position at the coast). But the seaside position itself does not always lead to the maritime productive specialization while it influences the specifics of clusters localized in coastal areas.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Cross-border and Trans-aquatorial Economic Clusters: Classification and Facilities of Development

One of the main issues connected with economic clusters in coastal areas is the problem of their identification and typology based on the main factors, which predetermine the character of interrelation and interactivity between the economic actors inside and outside the cluster localized in coastal area. Two main reasons could be highlighted for the increased possibility for integrations between enterprises. One of them is the increased destiny of the organizational space, the concentration of firms and social institutions in the territory that is caused by thalass-attractiveness and the space configuration within coastal cluster. Another one is presented by the more favorable conditions relatively to non-coastal territories.

Globalization process leads to the intensification of transnational and especially – trans-aquatorial contacts. The term “trans-aquatorial” was proposed by one of the authors of this article in 2008 (Druzhinin, 2008; 2011; 2014) and characterizes the interaction across the water area (or though the water area). In the context of trans-aquatorial interaction possibility the special typological form of trans-aquatorial cluster is to be identified within the category of cross-border cluster.

It should be highlighted that, on the one hand, not all clusters existing in coastal areas are cross-border (including trans-aquatorial) ones. The maritime character of such clusters can be connected with their specialisation (such as coast guard, coastal fisheries, coastal recreation, etc.). On the other hand, trans-aquatorial clusters localized in coastal areas are not always directly connected with the maritime industries. And there are cases when cross-border clusters located in coastal areas can be not trans-aquatorial at the same time because the cross-border interaction takes place through the land border. Also the trans-aquatorial communication, presented by short sea transportation and devoid of cross-border content can exist in coastal area. The given classification can be summarized in the scheme (Figure 1).

3.2. Model of Interaction within Trans-aquatorial Cluster

To identify the specifics of cross-border cautering the modeling of inter-organizational interaction within cluster could be provided. The model presented is based on the model of the probability of a single interaction within a cluster, developed by one of the authors of this article (Gorochnaya, 2014). In solving this problem we will assume that the set of all organizations of any territory (in this case in coastal area as the geographical and economic space of clustering) is characterized by the total demand of interaction, equal to the sum of needs in interaction of each firm \(Q = \sum_{l=1}^{n} q_l\):

\[ Q = \sum_{l=1}^{n} q_l, \] \hspace{1cm} (1)
where $Q$ – is the total regional need for interaction, $n$ – is the number of regional organizations.

Given this situation, a probabilistic model for a single transaction will be as follows:

$$P = \frac{M \cdot M_{s}^{2} - 1}{M \cdot M_{s} + M_{s}^{2} - 1},$$

(2)

where $P$ – is the probability of interaction with the counterparty within the cluster, $M_{s}$ is the number of interracially (unclustered) firms capable of interaction along with intra-cluster firms, $M_{s}$ – the number of regional firms capable of interaction (Gorochnaya, 2014).

The selection of the contractor acquires the value of a certain average stochastic value. On this basis, the number of intra-regional interactions will take the product of the probability of a single interaction with a regional partner and the total regional demand in the interactions:

$$E = \frac{M \cdot M_{s}^{2} - 1}{M \cdot M_{s} + M_{s}^{2} - 1} \cdot Q$$

(3)

The characteristic feature of cross-border cluster as a special typological form of economic cluster (from the point of view of the composition of its constituent economic actors) is a more complex structure, including actors being under the jurisdiction of different states and, accordingly, under unequal conditions in the economic, legal, socio-cultural space of different national socio-economic systems (Mikhailov and Mikhailova, 2012; Mikhailov, 2013; Zimmer, 2014). Thus, from the point of view of each national economy the intra-cluster “field of gravity” occurs with the presence of at least four groups of economic actors:

The national organizations participating in the existing or potential cluster ($M_{C.D.}$):

- Domestic enterprises of the territory under consideration (coastal area), not included in existing or emerging cluster ($M_{E.D.}$);
- Foreign companies within the cluster ($M_{C.F.}$);
- Foreign enterprises of the territory under consideration (or multiple territories that is more typical for cross-border interaction in coastal areas), which do not participate in cluster ($M_{E.F.}$).

In this case, a probabilistic model of a single interaction will look like the following:

$$P = \frac{M_{C.D.} + M_{C.F.}^{*} - 1}{M_{C.D.} + M_{C.F.} + M_{E.D.} + M_{E.F.}}$$

(4)

With the adjustments for the various average level of trust between business actors in a particular category, as well as various strap medium of transaction costs, the model takes the following form:

$$P = \frac{C_{C.D.} + 1}{C_{C.D.} + C_{C.F.} + C_{E.D.} + C_{E.F.}}$$

where $C$ is the amount of transaction costs, $L$ – the average trust level, $M$ – organizational mass (the number of enterprises at the considering territory); specifying $C_{D.}$ refers to the value of each indicator for foreign enterprises participating in cross-border cluster, the specifying $E_{D.}$ and $E_{F.}$ refer to the characteristics of domestic and foreign enterprises outside the cluster, but being able to act as potential contractors.

Consequently, the increase in the intensity of intra-cluster communication is primarily determined by the ratio of the average transaction costs and the level of interorganizational trust between these four groups of subjects. The confidence level may be considered in accordance with the provisions identified by Coleman (1990), according to which the minimum threshold level of trust between economic actors is 33%. In the present model, all indicators of trust ($L$) take the values ≤1, in the case $L < 0.33$ value of the index equals 0. The ratio of these parameters within a cluster may be the ground for the classification. In particular, based on the theoretical work of the previous years (Broek and van den Smulders, 2013; Lundquist and Trippel, 2011; Zimmer, 2014), the following typological invariants cross-border cluster can be highlighted:

- Cross-border cluster with a strong core (predominantly monocentric), focused on the territory of a state with a relatively weak periphery beyond state borders;
- Bi- and polycentric cross-border cluster with strong cores on the territories of two or three or more neighboring states with relatively weak links between them, however, supported by active trade, human and technological exchange;
- Cross-border cluster with the distinct structure of production.
chain, in which production units of added value are located in the territory of different states;

- Relatively homogeneous cross-border cluster with equable allocation of the production units on the territory, regardless of the administrative-territorial boundaries (this type is usually connected with the conditions of negligible ratio of transaction costs of interaction with foreign and domestic partners).

### 3.3. Market Competition and Infrastructural Conditions of Cooperation

Along with the positions specified above the classification of cross-border clusters may be based on the criterion of the nature of competition within cluster. Competition as an integral attribute of cluster formations may be presented at the international market, as well as at the level of each of the national markets (including the markets within various units of the production chain). In this regard, we should highlight the typological forms of cross-border clusters, such as:

- Cross-border cluster acting on the international market;
- Cross-border cluster with the presence of competition within the manufacturing unit, located in the territory of one of the states, also with enterprises located on the territory of another state, associated with the cluster only through industrial cooperation;
- Cross-border cluster as the system of national formed at the various links of the production chain, in particular, when the national market is supplied semi-finished products or individual parts and components, which are further included in the composition of more complex production.

It is important to note that when the cluster, being localized in one of the adjacent states, represents only a distribution system, it is impossible to identify full-fledged cross-border cluster. The exception is the sale of semi-finished products, or situation, when there is a long-term cooperation of enterprises that results in the gradual formation of additional production units and infrastructure. Otherwise, it is possible to identify the advanced distribution system in a specific national market, but not the real structure of the cluster type.

Trans-aquatorial cluster as the special form of cross-border cluster has some important peculiarities. Internal variables of the trans-aquatorial cluster can be considered by analogy with the model of cross-border cluster given above, however, with some specific features caused by coastal territorial arrangement. The presence of the sea port leads to the effect of “multiple cluster,” which is a more complex and multidimensional network of potential and existing relationships between economic actors in different (in some situations - in quite remote) coastal areas. Thus, in comparison with the “continental” type of cross-border cluster, the effect of multidimensional increase of organizational mass of foreign partners takes place in trans-aquatorial cluster through the means of sea trade routes and the access to a larger number of counterparties, which to some extent correlates with continental type of transnational cluster (Mikhailov and Mikhailova, 2012; Mikhaylov, 2013b; 2015). In this context, a key role belongs to specific capabilities and production logistics in functional sea port.

The availability terminals within a certain capacity and also other specifications make sea port available for contacts with the number of potential counterparties capable to form cluster with both local and third-party (relative to potential). In addition, the port may not be the only technical prerequisite for increasing $M_{CIF}$ and $M_{EF}$, but the existence of a clear strategy, advanced logistics and organizational functionality (designed to increase business contacts between local enterprises and foreign counterparties).
Also it can create the condition to decrease transaction costs and increase the level of trust towards them. Accordingly, trans-aquatorial cluster is characterized by the following features that provide additional capabilities and benefits (Table 1).

Finally, trans-aquatorial cluster is multivariant; it can be defined as a geographically localized group of economic actors, whose integrity and effective communication is ensured by the use of the resource of marine (ocean) waters potential (primarily communication). The infrastructural “core” of trans-aquatorial cluster is the integrable sea port and logistics complexes. It should, thus, be emphasized that in a real situation, coastal areas substantially correspond to the cross-border clusters which gain trans-aquatorial determinants and properties. Also it stimulates the cross-border maritime specialization, enhances the presence of clusters, which can be classified as “marine and coastal.”

Intensive navigable waterways and port complexes of the offshore zones have the specific configuration of the space that results in the following typological forms:

- Cross-border trans-aquatorial cluster that functions thanks to both marine and “land” communications (the most typical example is tourist-recreational clusters at the border between Russia and Abkhazia, Poland and Kaliningrad region, fishery cluster at the border between Russia and Northern Norway, etc.);
- Trans-aquatorial cluster with compact localization and/or steady connection between its cores divided by the state (and water) border (like clusters in the Baltic sea region and in Southeast Asia);
- Trans-aquatorial cluster with dispersed localization of its components and features of the network structure: It can be a mono-, bi- and multipolar (clusters of this type are present in coastal areas almost everywhere, and, in the Russia such clusters are now at the initial stage of its development).

Along with this, transequatorial clusters differ significantly in terms of scale (global, macro-regional, regional, local), the number of jurisdictions (from two to several participating countries), the extent (stage) of formation, the dominant industry (from single industry to poly-industrial).

### 3.4. Empirical Evidence

The role of the “marine factor” in the development of cross-border clusters varies among the regions of the world. For Atlantic Europe the maritime sector located in coastal zones (which includes not only the port-logistics sector and the Maritime industry, but also shipbuilding industry, fishing, aquaculture, mineral extraction, coastal recreational activities, etc.) is of strategic importance. So, according to the European Commission (2009) the value of the products produced by this complex (including Norway) is estimated at 450 billion euros and the value added amounted to 187 billion euros, while it was occupied by about 4.8 million people (European Commission, 2009). Characteristically, three years later (when the economy of Europe as a whole has overcome the consequences of the global financial crisis) employment in the maritime sector already provided 5.4 million jobs and up to 500 billion euros of annual value added (Blue Growth Opportunitie., 2012).

In Asia cross-border trans-aquatorial economic cooperation seems to be implemented initially in the form of “growth triangles.” The first appearance of them in the 1970s consolidated some areas in the provinces of Guangdong and Fujian in the PRC, Hong Kong (a British colony until 1997, after special administrative region of the PRC, possessing the widest possible autonomy) and Taiwan (partially recognized state since 1949, its independence is disputed by China). The first experience of creation of the free economic zone, in the mainland part of a large-scale trans-aquatorial area, led to the formation of the largest economic zones “Pearl river Delta,” the successful economic development of which was based, primarily, on the potential of the Hong Kong port, contributing to the export of goods made in China to world markets. The backbone of the economy of the area originally was the formation of the textile industry in the Chinese part, which gradually evolved into the largest cross-border cluster, specializing in the production of electronics (Figure 2).

### Table 1: Specifics and advantages of trans-aquatorial cluster

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>In the presence of sea port</th>
<th>In the presence of sea port with additional functions</th>
<th>Final result for the cluster self-organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$M_{Cl.F}$</td>
<td>Increases compared with cross-border cluster of continental type</td>
<td>Increases multiply according to the peculiar technical and logistic conditions and availabilities of the port</td>
<td>The capacity of cluster self-organization increases due to the presence of potential cluster members abroad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{Ex.F}$</td>
<td>Increases compared with cross-border cluster of continental type</td>
<td>Increases multiply according to the peculiar technical and logistic conditions and availabilities of the port</td>
<td>Increases due to the presence of potential cluster members abroad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{Cl.F}$</td>
<td>Depend on the technical conditions of the port and infrastructure</td>
<td>Significantly reduced</td>
<td>The potential of clustering increases significantly, also the territorial structure of the cluster redistributes into equable allocated one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{Ex.F}$</td>
<td>Depend on the technical conditions of the port and infrastructure</td>
<td>Significantly reduced</td>
<td>Does not significantly affect the potential of clustering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{Cl.F}$</td>
<td>Slightly increases due to the presence of a critical mass for primary interaction</td>
<td>Increases significantly due to the creation of favorable conditions for economic cooperation</td>
<td>The potential of clustering increases significantly, also the territorial structure of the cluster redistributes into equable allocated one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{Ex.D}$</td>
<td>Slightly increases due to the presence of a critical mass for primary interaction</td>
<td>Increases significantly due to the creation of favorable conditions for economic cooperation</td>
<td>Does not significantly affect the potential of clustering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Similar specialization is typical for the trans-aquatorial cluster Taiwan – Suzhou Great, whose territory is sometimes referred to other regions of China: Jiangsu province and Shanghai. High-tech industries here also rely on the logistics potential of the Shanghai sea port. The first cluster that included surrounding Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia was formed in 1989 and 1990-ies. The successful development of the area has allowed the governments of these states in 1994 to expand the area of cooperation and include the following engirdling ring (Figure 3). At the same time, in 1993 trans-aquatorial cluster of Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand was established due to the governmental position aimed to help economic development of peripheral areas. During the following 20 years of intensive economic development, support measures of the export-oriented industrial policy of South-East Asia have been aimed to help the development of the particular sectors: The electronics sector in Indonesia and Malaysia, biomedical research sector of Singapore and the automotive sector in Thailand, as well as other successful industries.

In relation to modern Russia trans-aquatorial cluster can be viewed as a potential and emerging type of integration between economic actors. Supported by the government, trans-aquatorial cross-border links are represented in the Barents region (based on industrial fisheries), and also in the Baltic region, St. Petersburg and the Leningrad region. Particuliar, but a typical example is oil-trade complex of the Finnish company “Neste oil,” which includes oil terminal in Bronka (built in 1999 and has a capacity of 40 thousand cubic meters of petroleum products), and about 70 stations in the North-West macro-region. The oil terminal in the city comes from two major sources: “LUKOIL – North-West” Ltd. which is the leader in the North-West of Russia, a subsidiary of OJSC LUKOIL and wholesale traders. Oil products are delivered from Ukhta, Volgograd, Perm and Nizhny Novgorod.

Trans-aquatorial service clusters with compact localization in the St. Petersburg region are associated with the large shopping complexes – “Prism” (Finland), “Leroy Merlin” (France), IKEA (the Netherlands), “Castorama” (France) and others. In the context of import substitution in Russia in the current conditions there is a change of supplier from the EU on Russian. This process may stretch in time, but now it creates the preconditions for the development of the intra-regional national value chains with the end consumer localized in the largest agglomerations.

The less activity and international interaction demonstrate coastal zones in the South of Russia, although its great potential is determined not only by the capabilities of the Russian-Turkish economic cooperation (Druzhinin, 2014) but also by the prospect of increasing ties with Iran. Egypt, China, and several other States, including within more clearly drawn Trans-Eurasian project “Great silk road.”

4. CONCLUSION

In spontaneously changing geopolitical and geo-economic architecture of the XXI century, in the transition to a polycentric structure against the background of deepening inter-territorial competition, the role of oceans, coasts will only increase for both Humanity as a whole, and for individual states and their associations. As for the “shift to the sea” in the regional and local scale, the term largely corresponds with the efficiency of economic clustering in coastal areas, and, primarily, with cross-border capacity and trans-aquatorial contacts.
Specific features of the trans-aquatorial cross-border clusters and the presence of a significant number of their varieties are predefined by the conditions of international cooperation in coastal areas, as well as logistical specifics of the port facilities as a key point for economic counterparts belonging to different jurisdictions. In this context trans-aquatorial clusters should be considered as the priority object for the spatial (offshore territorial) economic analysis. The relevance of their identification, observation and cultivation in sustainable development of coastal areas, as well as the building of the multi-vector system of foreign economic interactions is steadily increasing in the world, including EU, Asia regions and Russia.
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